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4 	 ABSTRACT 

In modern military aircraft engines, the stable flight envelope is lim-
ited by the compressor surge which is an unsteady working condition 
affecting both compressor and receiving circuit (i.e. all engine compon-
ents). This obliges the engine designers to provide for a "SURGE MARGIN" 
i.e. a limit of the working domain excluding this instability. 

The choice of this stability margin must be wade during preliminary 
design and design stages considering both global design parameters and 
fine costruction elements. 

The modern design techniques must take into consideration not only the 
cnal geometry and the axial load distribution between compressor stages, 
but also the radial load distribution on each stage. 

In addition to these global design parameters we discuss also in this 
paper the effect of fine construction elements such as nominal incidence, 
tip clearance, blade aspect ratio, stage solidity, casing treatement, 
bleeds and variable geometry. 

* Dr. Ens., Research & Development Dpt., !7.ngine Factory, Arab Org. for 
Industrialisation, Helwan, Cairo, Egypt, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The performance map of an axial compressor is classically represented on 
the plane "pressure ratio - mass flow". On each characteristic curve cor-
responding to a constant rotor speed there is a point (pressure ratio & 
mass flow) behind which local or global unsteady working conditions appe-
ar (Fig.l). 

Fig.l. Schematic of a compressor nap 

These unsteady working conditions can be of four types: rotating stall, 
annulus stall, flutter or surge [11 

Surge is an unsteady working condition affecting both compressor and re-
ceiving circuit. It is characterized by low frequency great amplitude 
axial oscillations of mass flow. 

The begining of a such phenomenon depends not only on the compressor it-
self but also on its environement. Nevertheless it can be launched by 
the presence of rotating stall. 

The surge inacceptable working conditions, because of the serious dangers 
that it presents, oblige the engine designer to provide for a "SII1G7 MAR-
GIN"; i.e. a limit of the working domain excluding these instabilities. 

The problem is critical all the more as the zone of best effeciency is 
situated near this surge limit. Taking an important safety margin means 
then excluding from the working domaine a part of the high effeciency 
zone. 

In effect the modern engine has to satisfy a number of often conflicting 
requirements, such as, adequate stability, low fuel consumption, long li-
fe, low weight, and low cost. For example [23 stability margin could be 
achieved by matching the compression system below its peak pressure ratio 
and peak effeciency, but this would he in direct conflict with the low 
fuel consumption and the highest pressure ratio per stage requirements 
for low coot and weight. 

To achieve an optimum performance compromise the engine is, therefore, 
designed to have just enough stability margin to function adequately. 

The choice of this stability margin must be made during the preliminary-
design and design stages taking into consideration the precision of the 
surge line prediction method, its distance with respect to the design op-
timal point and the inlet flow heterogeneties. 

2. SURGE MARGIN AND CONTUSSOR'S ENVIUNEM7NT 
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As we have seen, the surge margin estimates the distance between the wor-
king line (defined generally as the geometic locus in the plane "pressure 
ratio - mass flow" of the points of maximum effeciency) and the surge li-
ne (stable working limit). Two different methods may be used to define 
this margin on a constant rotor speed characteristic: 

-The first takes the distance between the nominal point and the 
surge point on the same constant rotor speed characteristic to 
express the surge margin in terms of the pressure ratio at const-
ant reduced r.p.m. 

-The second considers the distance between the nominal point and a 
point on the surge line representing the same mass flow as the 
nominal point to express the surge margin in terms of the pressu. 
re  ratio at constant mass flow. 

The surge phenomenon depends not only on the compressor but also on its 
environement. The surge is a non steady working condition affecting the 
compressor and its receiving circuit. Greitzerr3-43 has shown since 1970 
the importance of the general circuit (up and down stream) in which the 
compressor is installed on both surge and rotating stall phenomena. 
On the other hand, it is known that the compressor surge line depends on 
the heterogenities of the intake flow. This is the case, for example, in 
the highiy inclined flight in which the air-intake causes radial and cir-
cumferencial distortions of the inlet velocity and the inlet pressure af-
fecting the surge line. 

Mikolajczk and Pfeffer [2] showed that the required surge margin of a co-
mpression system has to make allowance for a number of effects including: 

(1) the expected levels of inlet distortions 
(2 the compressor tolerance to inlet distortions 
(3 Reynold's Number effects 
(4) engine-to-engine variations and tolerances 
(5) engine aging 
(6) excursions of compressor operating lines during transients 

The same reference estimates that a modern compressor needs a surge marg-
in of about 20% expressed in terms of pressure ratio at constant flow re-
presenting the sum of the following requirements: 

Distortion 	5% 
Tolerances 	3% 
Deteriorations 	2% 
Transients 	10% 

3. EFFECT OF DESIGN PARAMT:TERS ON SURGE MARGIN 

As we have seen the surge margin is determined during preliminary design 
and design stages. It is through the global and fine design elements th-
at we must try to find the compressor's optimization with respect to su- 
rge. 

3.1. Effect of Global Design Parameters 

The surge phenomenon is generally initialized by the appearance of local 
stalls or flow separations depending on the flow boundary conditions. All 
actions leading to a retardation of these stalls and separations permit 
to enlarge the engine stable working extent. Resides the profile optimiz-
ation methods we can state compressor canal geometry optimization and ax- 
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ial load distributions choices as surge margin determining elements. 

3.1.1. Canal geometry 
The compressor's canal geometry affects indirectly the surge margin thro-
ugh the velocity triangles. The effect the conical shape angle and the 

curvature of both inner and outer casings on the slowing-down coeffecient 

1  the diffusion factor and other parameters directly related to the velo-
city triangles is obvious. 

In practice the canal geometry is chosen so that we may find the same di-

fficulties on each stage in order to obtain a well balanced nominal point. 

The use of the so-called "stream line curvature method" can lead to this 

optimization by successive adjustements of the canal form. 

3.1.2. Axial load distribution 
In the case of a multi-stage transonic axial compressor, surge occurs on-

ly after reaching the subsonic flow condition in the successive compress-

or stages from down-stream to up-stream. 

As long as the last stage remains sonic the up-stream stages will not be 
practically affected because of the supersonic blocking. Nevertheless, 

there is a perturbation transfer from down-stream to up-stream through 
the subsonic sections in the blades' roots and the annulus wall boundary 

layers. 

Fig.2. A three stages transonic compressor 

Fig.2 represents an example of a compressor of three identically loaded 
stages at design point. 

The last stage comes upon its surge limit whenever the two first stages 
have not yet consumed their surge margin. Fo we have a loss or the global 
margin and eventually surge occurence before reaching the maximum effeci-
ency of the first stage. 

3.1.3. Radial load distribution 
Once the pressure ratio(or the load) per stage has been determined for a 

compressor, another degree of freedom remains for each stage, namely the 
radial distribution of its load. This distribution determines the blade 
turning angle distribution since the work realized by any blade section 
is proportional to the deviation that it realizes. 

The radial load distribution must take into consideration: 

- The mechanical constraints under the form of a mean compression 

level. 
- The velocity triangle difficulties for each blade section (in 

respecting the design criteria such as zweifel criterion, diffu-
sion factor, stators inlet Mach numbers...etc). 
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- The velocity triangle difficulties for each blade section in 
respecting the design criteria such as zweifel criterion, diffu-
sion factor, stators inlet Vach numbers...etc. 

- The secondary effects taken into consideration either by a local 
overloading in turning more the concerned sections or globaly in 
redistributing the additional work on the whole blade. 

Increasing the pressure ratio over its design value at the same rotating 
speed changes considerably this radial load distribution in transonic co-
mpressors. The near root blade sections evolution differs from that of 

the near tip ones and the radial equilibrium changes' 

- The near root sections, generally subsonic, suffer from an impo-
rtant slowing-down coeffecient, the boundary layers become diff-
icult, the losses increase, the work changes slightly but the 
effeciency decreases considerably. If we try to increase the pr-
essure, ratio wore and wore, these subsonic blade sections can 
reach their critical loading 'with critical angles of attack and 

aerodynamic stalls', and the compression work collapses. 

- For the near tip sections, supersonic, the chocs remount the in-
terblade canals towards up-stream (till throat' and hence occur 

in lower Mach number zones with less losses. A considerable ame-
lioration is obtained in both compression and efficiency owing 
to the reduction of choc intensities and the increase of the pr-
ofile turning (because losses diminuation is accompanied by dev-
iation angles reduction. 

The above analysis leads to the abandonment of the uniform radial distri-

bution concept. We are oriented towards a negative or a positive radial 

pressure gradient choice. 

For a negative radial pressure gradient at design point the tip sections 
are less loaded, less cambered, with small turning and weak chocs, lead-
ing to low profile loss coeffecients. The work done by these sections is 
small and the efficiencies are low. On the other hand, the root sections, 
more cambered, produce the inverNe. effect. 

For a positive pressure gradient the situation is naturally inversed • 
the work done by root sections is small. 

Increasing the pressure ratio at a constant rotating speed leads to A net 

amelioration of tip sections' wor'.: in the case of negative pressurn grad- 
ient with losses caused 	weaL choc '.faves. The -,;orb -  Ions. by 

root sections remains practically constant in this case. `'or a positive 

pressure gradient a slight work amelioration is obtained through choc lo-
sses diminuation caused by the up-stream choc remount (at least till thr- 

oat). 

In the neighbourhood of the surge point and for a negative pressure grad-

ient the blades becomes in better radial balance with A itutss flow unifor-

mly distributed between root and tip sections leading to a good surge hia-
rgin. Rut for a positive pressure gradient the blade becomes des balanced. 
The mass flow tends to pass in tip, and the secondary effects become imp-
ortant specialy on inner casing which is badly feeded. 

The analytical and experimental study of Fl Bahl [5] confirmes the favou-
rable effect of a rotor's negative pressure gradient on the compressor 
surge margin. An improvement ranging from 12.75 to 24.75 of the initial 
margin was realized in the studied case by optimizing the radial pressure 
gradient only on the second stage of a hi-stage transonic axial compress-
or. This improvement corresponds to an improvement ranging from 2O to 
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69% with respect to the case of a constant turning angle radial distribu-
tion with an efficiency penalty of 0.5% only. 

3.2. Fine Construction Elements Leading to Surge Margin Amelioration 

Among the other construction elements, nominal incidence, tip clearance, 
blades aspect ratio, stage solidity, casig treatement, bleeds and variab-
le blade geometry can have, more or less a direct effect on compressor's 
surge margin. 

3.2.1. Nominal incidence 
A mple approach to ameliorate surge margin could be to match the compre-
ssor at its aerodynamic design point with the airfoils set at negative 
incidence. This would provide an increase in airfoil incidence range bet-
ween the compressor operating line and its stability limit but would leak 
to an efficiency penalty along the compressor operating line. 

A compressor matched toward negative incidences (choke) usually has its 
peak efficiency between the operating line and the stall line, and is al-
ways matched on a steep portion of the pressure rise characteristic. Sin-. 
ce the steepness of a compressor pressure rise characteristic is usually 
indicative of the compressor's ability to attenuate inlet distortion [23, 
the compressor designer may deliberately match the first stage of a multi 
stage compressor toward choke in order to achieve an acceptable compromi-
se between peak efficiency and distortion tolerance. 

It became apparent very early in the history of compressor development 
that compressor endwalls, with the complex three dimensional boundary la-
yers generated by blade - wall interactions, had less incidence range and 
pressure rise capability than the relatively two dimensional midspan reg-
ions. it was soon recognised that midspan airfoil sections could be desi-
gned close to minimum loss while the end wall sections remained at negat-
ive incidence. 

3.2.2. Tip clearance 

Rotor blade tip clearance and cantilevered stator root clearance play an 
important part in establishing loading capability of a compressor. The 
work of Smith [6] illustrates the loss of pressure rise capability and 
hence the loss of available stability margin with rotor tip clearance, 
and indicates the extreme importance of designing for minimum tip cleara-
nce (Fig.3). It is therefore not surprising that the modern engine desig-
ner uses extremely sophisticated techniques to maintain tight tip cleara-
flees. 
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Fig.3. Effect of tip clearance on pressure rise 

Engine transients are simulated on a computer in order to predict the ru-
nning clearances accurately and the compressor materials are selected wi-
th appropriate. thermal expansion coeffecient to maintain constant cleara-
nces during transients. Outer casings are constructed with abradable mat- 
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- The velocity triangle difficulties for each blade section (in 
respecting the design criteria such as zweifel criterion, diffu-

sion factor, stators inlet )'ach numbers...etc. 

- The secondary effects taken into consideration either by a local 
overloading in turning more the concerned sections or glohaly in 
redistributing the additional work on the whole blade.  

Increasing the pressure ratio over its design value at the same rotating 
speed changes considerably this radial load distribution in transonic co-
mpressors. The near root blade sectione evolution differs from that of 
the near tip ones and the radial equilibrium changes: 

- The near root sections, generally subsonic, suffer from an impo-
rtant slowing-down coeffecient, the boundary layers become diff-
icult, the losses increase, the work changes slightly but the 
effeciency decreases considerably. If we try to increase the pr-
essure.ratio wore and wore, these subsonic blade sections can 
reach their critical loading 'with critical angles of attack and 
aerodynamic stalls, and the compression work collapses. 

- For the near tip sections, supersonic, the chocs remount the in-
terblade canals towards up-stream (till throat' and hence occur 

in lower Mach number zones with less losses. A considerable ame-
lioration is obtained in both compression and efficiency owing 
to the reduction of choc intensities and the increase of the pr-
ofile turning (because losses diininuation is accompanied by dev-

iation angles reduction. 

The above analysis leads to the abandonment of the uniform radial distri-

bution concept. We are oriented towards a negative or a positive radial 

pressure gradient choice. 

For a negative radial pressure gradient at design point the tip sections 
are less loaded, less cambered, with small turning and weak chocs, lead-

ing to low profile loss coeffecients. The work done by these sections is 
small and the efficiencies are low. On the other hand, the root sections, 

more cambered, produce the inver*. effect. 

For a positive pressure gradient the situation is naturally inversed 
the work done by root sections is small. 

Increasing the pressure ratio at it constant rotating ?peed leads to a net 

awelioration of tip secti uus' 	in the c :ae or negative pressur grad- 

ient with losses caused 	 choc 	The 	don;-  

root sections remains practically constant in this case. ror a positive 
pressure gradient a slight work amelioration is obtained through choc lo-
sses diminuation caused by the up-stream choc remount (at least till thr- 

oat). 

In the neighbourhood of the surge point and for a negative pressure grad-
ient the blades becomes in better radial balance with A mass flow unifor-
mly distributed between root and tip sections lending to a good surge 'ia-
rgin. Rut for a positive pressure gradient the blade becomes desbalanced. 

The mass flow tends to pass in tip, and the secondary effects become imp-
ortant specialy on inner casing which is badly feeded. 

The analytical and experimental study of Fl Bahi [5] confirmes the favou-
rable effect of a rotor's negative pressure gradient on the compressor 
surge margin. An improvement ranging from 12.75 to 2.4.7 of the initial 
margin was realized in the studied case by optimizing the radial pressure 

gradient only on the second stage of a hi-stage transonic axial compress-
or. This improvement corresponds to an improvement ranging from 20!!' to 
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69% with respect to the case of a constant turning angle radial distribu-
tion with an efficiency penalty of 0.5% only. 

3.2. Fine Construction Elements Leading to Surge Margin Amelioration 

Among the other construction elements, nominal incidence, tip clearance, 
blades aspect ratio, stage solidity, casig treatement, bleeds and variab-
le blade geometry can have, more or less a direct effect on compressor's 
surge margin. 

3.2.1. Nominal incidence 
A "mple approach to ameliorate surge margin could be to match the compre-
ssor at its aerodynamic design point with the airfoils set at negative 
incidence. This would provide an increase in airfoil incidence range bet-
ween the compressor operating line and its stability limit but would leak 
to an efficiency penalty along the compressor operating line. 

A compressor matched toward negative incidences (choke) usually has its 
peak efficiency between the operating line and the stall line, and is al-
ways matched on a steep portion of the pressure rise characteristic. Sin.. 
ce the steepness of a compressor pressure rise characteristic is usually 
indicative of the compressor's ability to attenuate inlet distortion [2], 
the compressor designer may deliberately match the first stage of a multi 
stage compressor toward choke in order to achieve an acceptable compromi-
se between peak efficiency and distortion tolerance. 

It became apparent very early in the history of compressor development 
that compressor endwalls, with the complex three dimensional boundary la-
yers generated by blade - wall interactions, had less incidence range and 
pressure rise capability than the relatively two dimensional midspan reg-
ions. it was soon recognised that midspan airfoil sections could be desi-
gned close to minimum loss while the end wall sections remained at negat-
ive incidence. 

3.2.2. Tip clearance 

Rotor blade tip clearance and cantilevered stator root clearance play an 
important part in establishing loading capability of a compressor. The 
work of Smith C63 illustrates the loss of pressure rise capability and 
hence the loss of available stability margin with rotor tip clearance, 
and indicates the extreme importance of designing for minimum tip cleara-
nce (Fig.3). Tt is therefore not surprising that the modern engine desig-
ner uses extremely sophisticated techniques to maintain tight tip cleara-
nces. 
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Fig.3. Effect of tip clearance on pressure rise 

En;ine transients are simulated on a computer in order to predict the ru-
nning clearances accurately and the compressor materials are selected wi-
th appropriate. thermal expansion coeffecient to maintain constant cleara-
nces during transients. Outer casings are constructed with abradable mat- 
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erials and blades are sometimes machined in assembly to uniform length in 
order to obtain the precision of construction necessary to run with abso-

lute minimum clearance. 

3.1.3. Blades aspect ratio (h/c 
It has been shown tI23 that long chords (corresponding to low aspect rati-
os) stabilize end wall boundary layers and hence increase the range betw-
een peak effeciency and stall. Some recent studies at the NARA illustrate 

the effect of low aspect ratios (0.7 to 1.5) on the global engine effici-
ency. The conclusion of these studies [7] is that the effect is complica-
ted and depends on the blade loading (expressed in terms of the diffusion 

factor), and its solidity. 

Tne results of C73 continue those of 2 concerning the favourable effect 

of low aspect ratios on the surge margin for medium diffusion factors (11 

= 0.5) only. 

3.2.4. Solidity (c/s' 
The studies of C.73 show that decreasing rotor solidity 'corresponding to 
a less important number of blades per rotor) would have three effects at 
constant aspect ratio and diffusion factor 

- desplacement toward high flow coeffecients for the same pressure 
ratio 

- surge margin amelioration 
- rotor and stator maximum efficienCies amelioration. 

3.2.5. Casing treatement 
Tt has been recognized for some time that the presence of a treated casi-
ng rather than a normal smooth wall over a rotor tip could significantly 
increase the tip aerodynamic loading capability of the rotor and consequ-
ently the surge margin. 

The use of casing treatement is particulary appropriate when rotor tip 
loading is setting the compressor stability limit. This always occurs 
en the fan is subjected to severe tip radial distorsion and it is for th-
is reason the fan stages of turbofan engines have been the first to bene-
fit from the application of casing treatement. Greitzer LS] showed that 
this treatement is very efficient whenever the compressor surge is caused. 
by end wall boundary layer separation. 

3.2.5. Bleeds 
In many instances the threats to stable engine operation occur rather 
infrequently. For example , thermal ingestion from missile firinms, thr►-
st reversing, or rapid decelerations occur over only a small portion of 
total mission time, but requires large amount of 	ue.rgin. 

Tn such situations it is desirable to provide temporary additional stahi-
lity via bleeds and ‘omplex control systems. A mi n:-,:ompressor bleed ,:an 
be used to lower the loading of stages in front of the bleed location and 
thus provide additional stall margin as indicated in Fig.:.- 

'This benefit is most pronounced at low engine rotating speeds where the 
front compressor stages are operating toward stall (Fig.5). 

The bleed and its associated control system add weight and complexity to 
the engine. However, the improvement in compressor performance way offset 
these disadvantages. 
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Fig.4. Effect of bleed on a compressor map 
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Fig.5. Zones of surge of different compressor stages 

3.2.7. Variable geometry 
Another solution for the problem of the high loading of first stages at 

low speeds is to use variable stagger stators to provide flexibility for 

setting the desired stability margin at all compressor speeds. The front 
stage stators can be set at negative incidence at part speed so as to 
reduce the flow area and thereby reduce the front stage loadings, and th-
en at full speed set at minimum or positive incidence to gain flow capac-
ity and effisiency. The strong influence of using variable stator to mod-

ify the compressor map is shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6. Effect of variable geometry on a compressor map 

Fig.7 shows on the velocity triangles the function of a compressor stage 
rotating at a constant speed (U) when the axial velocity V (or the mass 
flow) decreases. In this case the relative flow angle with respect to 
rotor (p,) increases and the stage moves toward surge. It can be useful 
modify tfie absolute flow angle (00 to conserve in off-design conditions 
an optimal incidence on the rotor blades. This is the case of variable 
stagger guide vanes •r variable stagger stators in multi-stage compressor 
permitting the re-adaptation of the incidence angles. 

Tut thout re—wdapth t i on 	 with re—%dep ta t i on 

Fig.7. Effect of variable geometry on velocity triangles 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have discused many of the techniques used by engine des-
igners to provide adequate stability within tolerable performance limits. 
The importance and criticity of the surge phenomenon were pointed out to-
gether with theoritical and practical methods to improve the surge margin 
of modern axial compressors. Whilst some of these methods involve trading 
stability for other performance parameters such as efficiency, weight or 
cost, others have negligible side effects. In this domain the radial pre-
ssure gradient optimization concept is very promising at least from a th-
eoritical point of view 

The need for accurate prediction of stability limits is providing an imp-
etus for the development of two dimensional and three dimensional unstea-
dy flow field calculations. The use of these sophisticated analytical te-
chniques coupled with transient engine simulations should reduce stabili-
ty margin requirements by 30 - 50'f within the rest of this decade. The 
progress will be translated directly into improvements in engine fuel co-
nsumption, cost and weight. 
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